1. What is Universal LifeEvents Insurance?
Life insurance through Trustmark Insurance Company is
permanent coverage to help shield your family from financial
hardship if you or your spouse is suddenly out of the picture.
2. Why do I need life insurance?
The main reason people get life insurance, is for the death
benefit. It helps pay for funeral costs and other expenses such
as paying for college, rent, mortgage, or other household
expenditures. However, Universal LifeEvents Insurance offers
much more than that. It provides living benefits and cash value
that you can use for whatever you need, while you’re busy
telling your story.
3. What are living benefits for long-term care?
Living benefits are benefits you can access as an acceleration of
your death benefit. They are designed to be used when you
need long-term care, and they can help you pay the cost of
assisted living, home healthcare, adult day care and nursing
home care. The long-term care benefit provides up to 4 percent
of your death benefit per month for up to 25 months. Benefits from your life insurance policy remain
payable to your beneficiary even if living benefits are used for long-term care.
4. Does this policy also include a terminal illness benefit?
Yes. It offers up to 75 percent of your death benefit if your doctor determines your life expectancy is 24
months or less.
5. Will my group life insurance or other company benefits be affected by my purchase of
Universal LifeEvents Insurance?
No. Your policy is intended to be an add-on, not a replacement, for your current group insurance by
providing permanent insurance coverage with a cash value that can be used at any time.
6. Is it better to purchase a low-cost term life insurance instead of a cash value permanent life
policy?
Universal LifeEvents Insurance provide flexibility not found in term coverage. Access to an accelerated death
benefit and cash value during living years provides a valuable source of funds, and can help pay for such
things as long-term care.
7. Do employees normally go through their employer to help them find life insurance?
Employers provide the essential step of choosing the plan that works best for employees to purchase, and

they provide access to coverage employees might not otherwise have. Currently, 54 percent of employees

who own life insurance obtain it though their employers.3
8. How does Trustmark Universal Life insurance work?
You apply for an amount you choose (anywhere from $5,000-$300,000), and whether you want coverage
for just yourself or additional coverage for your spouse, children or grandchildren. Premiums are paid
through payroll deduction. Benefits can be paid to you as a death benefit, living benefit for long-term care
or as a combination of both.
9. How will I know the cash value of my policy?
You will receive a report each year that summarizes your life insurance. It will include premiums paid,
interest earned, cash value, expenses and insurance costs. Loans or partial withdrawals will also be reflected
in the report.
10. Can I change the cash amount of my
policy if my insurance needs change?
The total amount available to you, or the face
value of your policy, can be increased at any time
with evidence of insurability, which means you
need to answer some health questions. Ask about
the EZ Value Option, which automatically increases
your benefits to keep pace with your increasing
needs, by either $1 every week for 10 years, $1
every week for five years or $2 every week for five
years. You can also decrease your coverage as
long as the policy amount does not fall below
$5,000.
11. Will my premiums adjust if I lose my job or take a pay cut?
Your coverage is portable if you change jobs or retire, without any change to premium or coverage. In that
case, we will provide you with a method for direct payment instead of through payroll deduction.

12. Will my coverage decrease as I get older?
With Trustmark LifeEvents, when you reach age 70
(or your 15th policy year, if later), when your
financial needs are lower, the death benefit is
reduced. At the same time, your living benefits
continue at the full original level so you have
maximum protection when you are more likely to
need long term care.
13. How do I name a beneficiary?
During enrollment, you will be asked for the name
and relationship of the person you select as your beneficiary. You can change your beneficiary as often as
you’d like as long as you have not named an irrevocable beneficiary, as that is permanent.
This FAQ is intended to supplement life insurance brochure P485-960_FBS. Refer to P485-960_FBS for
complete details on terms and restrictions that may apply.
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